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The Great Beyond is the multiverse of unique aircraft in Golarion, pathfinder's environment. In many ways, it is a mash-up of ideas taken from both the Great Wheel that preceded it and its World Axis competitor. There are nineteen important aircraft comprising the Great Beyond, modeled as two spheres:
the Inner Sphere and the Outer Sphere. The connection between the two spheres is the astral plane. The spaces among the nineteen primary planes contain countless demiplanes. The splatbook Planar Adventures describes cosmology more as a layered onion with the material plane acting as its core,
with each layer corresponding to a metaphysical distance out of the material plane. Remember that planes exist in incomprehensible dimensions for mortals, so these terms are only used to represent aircraft in two or three dimensions. The Interior Sphere surrounds the Material Plan and consists of the
six basic essences that make up reality. It is represented as composed of the four elementary plains, with the Energy Plans of positive and negative performance in a similar way to the spiritual versions of the north and south poles. The First World; There is a rough draft universe populated by fey
creatures and proto-deifficic entities called Eldest, between the Material Plan and the positive energy plan. In front of the First World is the shadow aircraft, which has relative proximity to the Negative Energy Plan; the shadow plane reflects the material plane and acts as a transitory aircraft, but fortunately
it acts as a buffer against the worst influences of the negative plane itself. The airplane is a medium that isolates and touches all the planes in the inner sphere, serving as a transitory aircraft. The outer sphere surrounds the inner sphere and consists of a seventh basic essence of reality called
Quintessence, which is the material of moral and ethical philosophy and can take an infinite number of forms and states, allowing the creation of external plans when reacting with thoughts and beliefs. When Quintessence interacts with a deadly soul that the soul becomes an outsider and takes its place in
the Outer Planes, with a potential eventuality is that they merge with the plane. The outer sphere is depicted as a composite of 9 alignment-based aircraft, all isolated by the astral aircraft as a transit aircraft. Most of these planes are virtually identical to their D&D counterparts Great Wheel; Sky is
conceived as a mountain made up of seven ascending layers, while Hell consists of nine descending layers populated by devils, although these themes were not entirely unique to D&amp;D o Pathfinder first. In addition, the various planes between mid/border have been removed by simplicity, although
several of the Pathfinder aircraft are synonymous with what were historically their neighbors on the Great Wheel (for the abyss is also called While Abaddon is alternately called Gehenna or Hades) Also, thanks to differences in the way deities are propped up and their interactions with mortal souls; other
aircraft are unique in the Pathfinder environment, such as boneyard and axis, although there are still certain thematic signals such as spirals and cities of improbably high portals. The outer plains are divided into the middle plains of the axis, Boneyard and Maelstrom, the upper plains of Elysium, Heaven
and Nirvana, and the lower plains of Abaddon, The Abyss and Hell. Scattered throughout cosmology are multiple demiplanes and dimensions, challenging polished categorization. What is outside the outer sphere is only speculated within the environment. Maelstrom's limbo is largely regarded as the outer
most outer plane, acting as the shell that surrounds everything, literally and metaphysically; With its influence it erodes the quintacence of all the other planes and recycling it back to the Positive Energy plan of the Inner Sphere where it can be used again to create new matter. However, the existence of
the abyss supposedly represents the cracks of this outer shell, with the deeper cracks eventually leading out to a vacuum of nowhere where time and space make no sense. Some scholars also speculate that the multiverse sphere is just a sphere in a multitude of multiverses that co-inhabit the endless
vacuum, but are inaccessible due to impossible distances and unfamiliar forces. PATHFINDER General /pfg/ Planar Adventures was leaked. What's your favorite part? Legendary Cavalier Playtest: /pfg/ Link Repository (Pathfinder): (embedding) /sfg/ Link Repository (Starfinder is dead and gay):
(embedded) Old thread: &gt;&gt;605262 2 25 Anonymous 27 Jun 2018 20:29:46 No.60550294 Report cited by: &gt;&gt;60550334 Hey Leakanon, where will the host of the leaked PDFs be? Super excited to get my hands on these, as the group I'm in the mood for some plank jumps! Anonymous 27 Jun
2018 20:31:35 No.60550334 Report cited by: &gt;&gt;60550623 &gt;&gt;60550294Reminder: Leakanon does not publish fallen threads before page 8. Report and ignore. Anonymous 27 Jun 2018 20:45:08 No.60550623 Report cited by: &gt;&gt;60550334Purely a hoax. Anonymous 27 Jun 2018 21:04:02
No.60550940 Report cited by: Leakanon is a love! Anonymous Wednesday 27 June 2018 23:31:09 No.60553292 Report cited by: Holy fuck Egg's game is awesome Anonymous Thu 28 Jun 2018 02:51:28 No.60555877 Report cited by: yes im bumping this shit a ppggie thread archived. You can't answer
anymore. [Turn off mobile view / Use site [Enable Mobile View / Use Mobile Site] All trademarks and copyrights on this page are the property of their respective parties. Loaded Images responsibility of the Poster. The comments are the property of the Poster. Planar Adventures, a pathfinder source book
Roleplaying Game, was released on June 27, 2018. It was the last book in the Pathfinder First Edition product line. There are worlds beyond what we know: Planes of Fire and Water, Heaven and Hell, Dimensions of Dreams and Time. These are the realms of angels and demons, gods and gods - whole
new realities where anything can happen! Pathfinder RPG Planar Adventures expands the world of Pathfinder Roleplaying Game and transports your characters and campaigns to new tireless worlds with dangerous dangers and unimaginable rewards. In these endless reality plans, the characters will test
more than their footage against the daunting challenges facing them: they will test their own souls! Pathfinder RPG Planar Adventures includes: Completely new archetypes, feats, magical elements and spells to give airplane jumping PCs a reward of options during their travels. A presentation of the 20
basic deities of pathfinder RPG, including divine gifts that can be granted to their faithful. An exploration of the main plans of existence and several strange demiplanes around the Pathfinder campaign. Nearly two dozen new monsters, including three new careers appropriated for use as players'
characters. ... and much, much more! Minimum:OS Content: Windows 7x, 8x, or 10xProcessor: 1.6 GHz or Top ProcessorMemory: 1 GB RAMGraphics: Recommended Graphics CardDirectX: Version 9.0cNetwork: Broadband Internet ConnectionStorage: 500 MB of Available CardSound Space: a voice
communication sound card is required using external programs such as Google Hangouts, Additional Skype or Discord notes: Requirements vary depending on the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to the game. Recommended:OS: Windows 7x, 8x or 10xProcessor: 2.0 GHz or top
processorMemory: 4 GB RAMGraphics: DirectX or OpenGL compatible card. DirectX: Version 9.0cNetwork: Broadband Internet ConnectionTeig: 2 GB of available spaceSound Card: a voice communication sound card is required through external programs such as Google Hangouts, Skype or
Discord.Additional Notes: Requirements vary depending on the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game. Minimum:OS: 10.6.8 or newProcessor: 1.6 GHz or top processorMemory: 1 GB RAMGraphics: Recommended graphics cardNetwork: Broadband Internet connectionTeig:
500 MB of available spaceSound Card: A sound card is required for voice communication using external programs such as Google Hangouts, Additional Notes from Skype or Discord: This product uses a wine wrap to simplify the installation 10.6.8 or newProcessor: 2.0 GHz processor or higherMemory :
4 MB RAMGraphics: DirectX 9.0Netification compatible video adapter: Broadband Internet connectionTempesta: 2 GB of available spaceSound Card: A sound card is for voice communication using external programs such as Google Hangouts, Skype or Discord.Additional Notes: This product uses a wine
wrap to simplify the installation I loved reading about elementary aircraft, but it seems that I can't find any APs or modules that actually have high-level PCs that travel to the airplane, fire, etc. Does anyone know about high-level extra-flat games? Even non-pathfinder modules can be good. Page 2 12
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